Pleading the Blood of Jesus

Revelation 12:11  And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death.

INTRO: The verse is a very powerful scripture; We as Children of God would do good, if you could memorize it & appropriate it to our-self
Here is a weapon that has never lost its power, but people have not learnt to use it; regardless it is highly effective.

Even the enemy is afraid, when you start to talk about it. That old serpent, the dragon, Satin, the Devil There is a weapon that can overcome it.

There is nothing that God created, that He cannot rearrange; there is no enemy that God cannot defeat.

-There is a power that supersedes every other power.
-That power, transforms simple things into powerful weapons.
-The awesomeness & mystery of the power in the Blood of Jesus, is not being preached in the church’s today.
-A whole lot of us don’t know How to obtain victory in the battles of life.
Learning to claim the power in the Blood of Jesus, is very important weapon to use. It is a prayer that brings deliverance & protection.

PLEADING THE BLOOD OF JESUS:
2. The Blood Gives physical healing in the body. No matter what condition the body may have, it will be solved, when the Blood of Jesus is brought in.

-If you keep pleading the Blood of Jesus, no matter how terrible an infirmity is, it will disappear by the power in the Blood of Jesus.
- Yes some people will criticize those pleading the Blood of Jesus.

- Some people will discourage people from praying & pleading the Blood of Jesus. It's because they have not experienced the Power.

- The Blood of Jesus cannot dry up; neither can it lose its power. Therefore you can plead it a million times, the more you plead the Blood of Jesus, the more chance of totally submerging the disease, in the pool of the Blood of Jesus.

- A whole lot of us don't understand the power in the use of the weapons that God has given us against the enemy.

PLEADING THE BLOOD OF JESUS:
   4. Gives mental healing.
5. Helps in battling dark powers.  
   6. Helps in battling the adversary.
7. Gives financial healing

- Just try standing in front of your business, Job or house & plead the Blood of Jesus every day, you will find out that the powers of darkness in that environment will dissipate.

“And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb”

- As we move towards the End Times, we need to plead the Blood of Jesus, all the time. There is a lot of tragedy & disaster all over the place. Too many Christians are being robbed, cheated raped & destroyed. Because of ignorance Hos 4:6 My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge:

- Many are being hypnotized & confused. Pleading the Blood of Jesus, will give you immunity against these things.

PLEADING THE BLOOD OF JESUS:
8. Cleanses from all sins.

- Jesus came to die for the sins of the world & His Blood was shed for us. You can claim the cleansing power in His Blood & God will open a new thing in your life.
You can plead the Blood of Jesus, 
over any & everything; 
your spirit, soul & body, your house, car, work, 
children, spouse, business, 
as a form of protection or prevention against evil.

You can plead the Blood of Jesus over your journey, 
the road, the vehicle or aircraft, etc.

If you are living or 
passing through a dangerous zone;

You can draw a bloodline of protection, 
therefore making a boundary, against any evil.

A man had a poultry where, all of sudden, the chickens began to die. When he saw that he was going bankrupt with the loss, he cried unto the Lord, who ministered to him about drawing a bloodline around the poultry.

Thus, creating a boundary that the enemy cannot cross. He walked round & drew the bloodline around the poultry. The following day, he found the carcass of a wolf, about 2 ft into the circle that he drew. Stone Dead; it had passed the bouldery.

Today, I pray that any wolf assigned against your life, shall die in the Name of Jesus.

Come on! Draw the Bloodline & the enemy will keep off. These are very serious matters & we should recognize and know these secrets.

The Blood of Jesus is a battle-weapon; through it, you can achieve ...:

1. Cleansing
The Blood of Jesus possesses cleansing power. If there is any form of dirt or filth in your life or environment, the Blood of Jesus will cleanse them.

2. Sanitization
The Blood of Jesus could serve as disinfectant. Any thing that wants to pollute, will not be able to get in. You should sanitize your life, your body, house, job, etc.

In fact, before you move into a new apartment or house, you should sanitize it & the surroundings, w/the Blood

Hey you don’t know what has happened in the Home before you got there
3. Deliverance: When you call the Blood of Jesus into operation, it causes the enemy to flee, because it contains the life of God. It sets people free from bondage.

4. Healing: It can heal all forms of infirmity. When you plead the Blood of Jesus, things begin to happen.

5. Protection.

6. Life-giving power: to revive anyone or anything that is dead. It could be marriage, finances, business, etc.

7. Yoke-breaking: Whenever you plead the Blood of Jesus, people and things are set free from any kind of yoke.

8. Overcoming power. And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb.

9. Door-opening power to open every door that has been closed against good things in the life of a person. 

10. Creative & re-creative power.

11. Renewing power.

12. Battle dissolving power that makes the enemies go in disarray.

13. Promotion power and energy.

14. Breakthrough power.

15. Miracle working power.

16. Poison destroying power. Many have been poisoned physically or spiritually. The Blood of Jesus neutralizes poisons & flushes them out of the system.

17. Mountain-moving power.

18. Demon-paralyzing power.

19. Virtue-restoring power.

20. Burden-removing power.

-When you plead the Blood of Jesus into any situation, it will bow.
Many people do not understand the overcoming weapon that they have in the word of God.
The Bible says: “And they overcame him by the Blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony.”

-Hey the Blood was not shed in vain; it was shed for forgiveness, deliverance, protection, You would be cheating yourself, if you do not use the weapon God gave us.

-If you want the things the Devil has stole from you pray w/power & w/fire.
-The power in the Blood of Jesus was given for you from the beginning.
-Do you know that there is power & life in blood generally?
-If a person lacks blood, it means he or she is dying. That is why some things work for occultists, who kill goats & fowls for sacrifice. How much more, the Blood of the Son of God?

Lev 17:11 For the life of the flesh is in the blood: Blood is a living thing & the Blood of Jesus, has the power to overcome anything that confronts you

-However, there is a small condition. For you to plead the Blood of Jesus & have it work for you:
  • You must surrender your life to the Lord Jesus. You must be completely yielded to Him.
  • You must live a pure & holy life.

-You have a wonderful opportunity today, to invite the overcoming power of the Blood of Jesus to come into your situation.
-Today, as we plead the Blood of Jesus,
   His liquid raw power,
   will come upon your life
   & sings miraculous & wonders
   will begin to take place in your life.
   God will release all sorts of blessings upon your life today; physical, spiritual, material blessings,
   financial breakthroughs, will be release upon your life
   as you plead the Blood of Jesus into your situation.

-Some people will pray the following prayers,
   and will never know poverty again.
-Many will be healed from even terminal diseases,
   & they will have testimonies.

-Confess all sins, known & unknown, conscious & unconscious, parental, inherited, martial sins.
-God has all powers in His Hands & is ready to move,
   even right there, where you are.
Believe God for the move of His power in your life.

Prayer points
1. Blood of Jesus deliver me from sin in the Name of Jesus.
2. I command all my blessings confiscated by rulers of darkness to be released, in the Name of Jesus.
3. I cut myself off from every territorial spirit, in Jesus Name
4. I command all demonic power against me
   To be reversed that them will not hinder my progress
   in the Name of Jesus.
5. Lord Jesus, bear all my physical & spiritual burdens now, in the Name of Jesus.
6. Every power stealing my virtues die, in the Name of Jesus.
7. Every power in the heavenlies, on earth & in the seas hindering the angel of my blessings, die, in the Name of Jesus.
8. Any power diverting the blessings of God away from me, your time is up, die now, in the Name of Jesus.
9. By the Blood of Jesus, every owner of evil load, carry your load out away from me in the Name of Jesus.


13. Every power assigned to follow me, to destroy me, die in the Name of Jesus.